
Global Cool drink Vending Machine Market
2019 Share, Trend, Segmentation and
Forecast to 2025
This report covers market characteristics, size and growth, segmentation, regional breakdowns,
competitive landscape, market shares, trends and strategies

PUNE, INDIA, October 16, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- A cool drink vending machine is an
automated machine which provides cool beverages like sports drinks, cans, bottles, soda and
other options to the customers after the money, or a specially designed card is inserted in the
machine. Cool drink vending machines are a must in today's busy lifestyle, where everyone is
busy maintaining their schedule but don’t have the time to stop at a place and have a drink.
Suitable locations for vending machines are where people look for that quick pick-me-up.

The cool drink vending machine provides convenience to the customers while enabling a more
interactive user experience. These machines have progressively improved in the past years and
have enabled better customer-engagement with the brands. The array of beverages present
inside the vending machine makes it easier for the customers to choose from the varieties of
cool drinks available. The vending machines are set up to serve the customers who do not have
the time to wait for the orders to be served.
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Nowadays, the cool drink vending machines are being set up in high traffic areas to provide
added convenience to the customers. The report on the global cool drink vending machine
market points out the escalation of the growing number of vending machines that are serving
customers everywhere around the world. The key players in this global market are building
customer reliability for their brands and are engaging with the customers on a wide social
platform. There are a number of reasons why the cool drink vending machine market is
expanding globally.

Key Players
The report has included a profiling of various prominent players in the market and different
trends in the manufacturing landscape. It also identifies some of the new market entrants that
are shaping the cool drink vending machines market landscape.

Express Vending
Hunan TCN Vending Machine Co.,Ltd
Superior Vending Ltd.
Crane Merchandising Systems
Royal Vendors
Yogvalley Vending Equipments Co.
lavazzapro
Pro Vending Services, Inc.
Excel Vending
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Market Segmentation

The market segmentation based on the product type of the vending machines is Spring Aisle
Vending Machine, S-shaped Aisle Vending Machine, Tracked Aisle Vending machine and so on.
These different categories of vending machines are available which serve their own purpose.
Whereas, the market is also segmented based on the applications, where the cool drink vending
machines provide a large market base, like shopping malls, schools, and hospitals, etc. The
vending machines exist everywhere these days. The wide popularity and ease of buying products
are making it quite attractive for the customers as well as the vendors and manufactures of the
vending machines.

Regional Overview

Regions such as Canada, Mexico, United States, Korea, Japan, Southeast Asia, Australia, India,
Germany, France, Russia, Italy, UK, Turkey, Israel, Egypt, Africa, and Spain have set up an
expanding cool drink vending machine market. Most of the countries all over the world have
introduced various innovative vending machines which make it easily accessible for the users.
Japan is a major key player in the global vending market scenario. The low running cost, easy
access, security, stability, and convenience seem to be the main reasons for the growth of the
vending machine market. Hence, the global cool drink vending machine market has reached
towards a scalable progress in setting up its business over a worldwide basis.

Industry News

As part of the campaign of the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) together with the American
Heart Association (AHA) has called for changes in the vending machines, with healthy drinks such
as water and milk being the default options. In another report, Kylie Jenner, the owner of Kylie
Cosmetics, in the latest YouTube video tour of her office space, has shown a champagne vending
machine set up in her office.
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